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About This Game

President for A Day: Floodings is a turn-based strategy game where YOU become the president of Pakistan. The game kicks
off just two weeks before the election. You feel confident that you will be re-elected and have another 5 years as President of
Pakistan, but soon problems arise, and you must literally fight for your political life. Unless you show true statesmanship and

rule with swiftness and determination, you will lose everything.

The first calamity to hit the country is the annual monsoon, this time worse than anyone can remember. It begins in the north, in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Heavy rain quickly makes the rivers overflow and creates a deadly flood that destroys everything on its

way: crops, houses, roads, and the unfortunate that didn't get away in time.

While you try to do your best to save your country from the flood, you also have to take care of other problems that appear in
the wake of the flood: lack of clean food and water in the flooded areas, refugees in need of shelter after their homes have been
destroyed, cholera outbreaks, rebels that spawn at an increasing pace when chaos surges through the land, nuclear missiles that

must be protected at all costs or removed (to avoid them falling into rebel hands), and much more.

Can you save the nation in its hour of need?

Target audience: 13+ years old.
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This is the first vet game that I really enjoyed, taking the journey with Amy is really fun and exciting. I love all the characters,
specifically Newton, he really makes the story better. I enjoyed getting all the achievements and building up the vet clinic to it's
former glory, I love how the story relates to in real life to follow your dreams and achieving it. The story is rich and really fun to
care for all the animals, but don't forget that pink puppy too. Recommended indeed!!. Next big Esports! After theres a pro scene
in Unturned.

Good game and highly addictive until you reach a point where youre stuck and then you realise your playing this game, at which
point you exit the game.. What an odd game...

Normally I play entire point and click games without any help or walkthroughs...well rarely at least, but this game was
something else. I felt I was absolutly more interested in the story of the game, than many of the puzzles. There was also alot to
read, so I'll guess I kinda got impatient (for a really patient guy normally).

Because of the lack of achievements (I am happy for that this time), it was simpler to just push the hint button frequently or
skip a puzzle, just to see the story....I tend to want to know how I solve a puzzle though, but a few of the minigames in this game
I couldn't understand. So frustrating.

In the end. I like that there was a good story, many fun puzzles, and a few horror elements.

I'm gonna end it here with something weird. Whenever I started the game or alt tabbed, the game had to reload every single
time. It didn't take a second, but almost half a minute each time, and that is really strange for a point and click game. The first
game in this serie took only one second. I'll guess computer power doesn't mean a thing for this game.

Recommend buying these two "Nightmare adventure" games in a bundle. If I am not wrong there will come more games in this
serie, so watch out that too.. I would like to try the english version ive tried playing this version using google translate but found
it quite frustrating really great artwork though. If you enjoy deduction, psychological reasoning and outsmarting your fellow
gamer (friends), THIS is the game you should dive into!
Do not expect the (at least) mildly provocative common sense, as you'll find out that varying personal agendas are what makes this
game as fun as the awesome pixel art graphics and fitting atmospheric eargasm-inducing ambient music would suggest.

The community may still be small, but the content size is growing and so will the interest.
Much more is to be expected from this outside-of-the-box game design concept.. Never knew that an art style like Bulb Boy
could be used to make a horror game like this.

A short and pretty straight-forward game and normal puzzles, but entertaining nonetheless.
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I honestly loved Marble Blast Ultra. It felt great to play and was pretty good. This game is fun, but only when it feels like you
met all the criteria.

The marble feels seriously inflexible. The addition of being able to bunnyhop to gain speed was in my opinion a great addition,
but it also takes super long to actually slow down to a halt. Like someone else already said, you have a ton of inertia and it's hard
to stop the ball once you get it going, which ends up screwing you over half the time. The speed is really fun but not when I can't
stop it before it ends up throwing me off the track.

I really wish we could hide the timer at the top too, and possibly even disable medals. This is less of a actual problem and more
of a pet peeve that I have with the game.

The OST most definitely has some gems, like The Conquerer, Ready Marble One, etc. But other than that, it's somewhat same-
y. It feels like most of the music is the same style of "happy electric pop", and I end up completely tuning it out most of the
time.

EDIT 2: So, after I booted it up a few more times, I found out there was only 4 chapters, and I was on 3. At this point, I'm
debating if I should just refund my money or wait it out and see if they add more stuff.. got this message in the creator menu:
___________________________________________
############################################################################################
FATAL ERROR in
action number 1
of Step EventoPlayer
for object oTeleporter1:

Unable to find any instance for object index '105' name 'oTeleporter2'
at gml_Object_oTeleporter1_Collision_51
############################################################################################

Other than that great game.. Sunday night is going to be: Stick Fight, Treadnaughts and this.

That's our party sorted.. my mom caught me with both hands on my Blarp! and she took away my Vive, now I dream about
Blarp! at night
in my dreams I can touch my Blarp!. yep i always wanted to expeirence how it will fell like to be a barber.. I like this game very
much, I just do not recommend this particular Steam version which does not work! The game cannot even be launched under
Win 8.1 64-bit, the process just hangs and has to be killed manually.
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